School Assembly

Don’t Forget that our weekly assembly will now be held each Friday afternoon commencing at 2.55pm.

As always, all parents/grandparents/friends are more than welcome to attend.

Enrolments for Foundation 2017

Foundation enrolments for next year are being taken at the office now. Families with a new foundation student to start in 2017 are asked to call by the office and complete an enrolment form.

Please help us with forward planning by enrolling now. Closing date for enrolments is August, 19th 2016.

If you know of any families interested in enrolling their child in our school please pass this information to them as soon as possible.

Congratulations to the following students of the week:

**Week commencing 30th May:**
- Room 1: Daniel, Room 4: Codi
- Room 2: Crystal, Room 5: Rohan
- Room 3: Matilda, Room 6: Penny

**Week commencing 6th June:**
- Room 1: Jake S, Room 4: Havanna
- Room 2: Codi, Room 5: Matthew
- Room 3: Maddy, Room 6: Hayley

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!**

June Birthdays:
1st Codi RM2
2nd Chloe RM3
3rd Cornelia RM2
7th Jett RM3
7th Liam RM2
8th Issabell RM2
11th Holly RM3

Don’t forget to download the Tiqbiz app to receive reminders and important dates!

**GUIDE TO SUPPORTING YOUR CHILD IN MATHEMATICS AT HOME:**

Be ready to talk with your children about Mathematics and listen to what they are saying.

Even when your child doesn’t know how to solve a problem, asking a child to explain the meaning of each part of the problem may be enough to find the right strategy.

Practise automatic response activities

Times tables and other automatic response activities are vital in improving the speed and accuracy of your child in Mathematics. Tables charts in the home and lots of Mathematics activities will assist their learning immeasurably.

Watch this space for more handy hints and tips ...
On Tuesday students in Foundation to Grade 2 enjoyed walking over to Taranto Farm. The students learnt about the processes of growing the vegetables to buying them at the supermarket. The students had fun walking in the puddles and using their umbrellas!

On a wet, gloomy and rainy Tuesday morning, Room Four and Five set off on an adventure to Taranto Farm! Squish-Squash, went Room Four and Five as they walked towards the shed to start our journey at Taranto Farm! First, Mr. Taranto explained to us the rules of the farm and lots of people asked questions and they got answered! Next, Mr. Taranto took us to a MASSIVE room with all sorts of machinery and food! Then, he took us to the cool room and it was freezing- brrrrrrr- it felt like it was zero degrees! After that, we walked down a very, very muddy path to see the cows! Finally, we headed down the path back to the shed.

By Willow Gray, Room 5

I would like to thank everyone for their very kind, good wishes on my appointment as Principal at Patterson Lakes Primary School beginning next term. After 7 1/2 years as a member of the Tyabb Railway Station Primary School community, I value the friendships that I have been fortunate to make over this period of time.

I remember the first day, having assembly in the then Multi-Purpose Room and now the Indonesian/Art Room, where the students confidently conducted the first assembly for the year. There have been a number of changes throughout this period of time ~ new buildings, staffing, gardens, uniform and the chooks ~ but the one consistent thing has always remained, and that's the sense of a strong community spirit and families supporting each other and the school ethos.

I hope to catch up with all families over the next two weeks, so that I can thank you for placing your trust in staff at our wonderful school, ensuring that your child has an outstanding education, providing them with a solid foundation for future possibilities.

Carole Mayes ~ Principal